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Antulov reviews the film Forbidden Planet and writes of its significance in sci-fi
movie history. Antulov first points out the similarities in plots between the film and
the Shakespeare play The Tempest. He runs down the basic plot of the movie and
talks about the special effects. Antulov then talks of the important messages the
movie tries to push and how this influenced other science fiction movies to be more
substantive.
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Compares The Tempest by Shakespeare and Aime Cesaire’s A Tempest highlighting
the differences between the two plays and the possible reasons these differences
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Austin reflects on the struggling nations in Africa, and their difficulty gaining a
democracy in the aftermath of colonialism. He uses Cesaire’s play, A Tempest, to
highlight the problem that colonialism posses to the African nations. Austin
introduces a plan of packaged democracy, but he also explains the economical and
international response that would occur because of the dependency upon colonialism.
To show this problem he analyzes the situation of reforms in South Africa. The road
to democracy will not be easy because of the effects of colonialism.
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Bamber, Linda. "Claribel at Palace Dot Tunis." Transforming Shakespeare:
Comtemporary Women’s Re-Visions in Literature and Performance. Ed. Marianne
Novy. New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1999. 237-257.
A cross between criticism and revision, this series of fictional letters written from
Miranda to Claribel explores many neglected issues the two much-ignored princesses
have in common. The series of letters occurs 23 years after the events of The
Tempest, yet the action takes place in a contemporary setting, and details a return
trip of the original party to the island where they were stranded. The island has since
become a tourist trap where literary criticism becomes reality for the Shakespeare’ s
characters, making its events worth academic consideration. While Miranda is able
to show some independence in this version of the story and able to point to evidence
of it in the original text, she is still unable to escape her role as merely a sexual
possession, when a controversy erupts on the island about the actual events during
the attempted rape scene with Caliban.
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Centennial Review 3.1 (2003): 1-23.
Mentions of Miranda are brief and randomly spaced throughout the text, and typify
the often secondary treatment Miranda receives from the literary elite. Behar tries to
right Rodo’ s wrongs by pointing out how odd it is that he did not mention Miranda
in his rewritings of The Tempest, and by trying to make the argument that although
he may not have explicitly mentioned her, he did insinuate her presence. This
resource, though not great, offers a good explanation for the periodic difficulty in
finding in depth research about Miranda.
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Brathwaite traces the “cultural importation” history of the Caribbean dating from
Columbus’ landing in 1492 including slaves brought from Africa shortly after the
“discovery” and the conquering European nations: the Spanish, the English, the
French, and the Dutch. The language that came from the mixture of all those
cultures is uniquely Caribbean and is called ‘nation language.’ Even though nation
language is basically English to a degree, the contour, rhythm and timbre, and word
emphasis distinguish it from the English spoken in other countries. Brathwaite
makes the point that nation language stems from an oral tradition and the meaning is,
therefore, lost when it is read.
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Brydon “examines Canadian reimaginings of Miranda’ s motivations and her options,
shifting attention temporarily from those postcolonial readings of The Tempest that
privilege the Prospero-Caliban dialectic and Third World fictions, toward rethinking
the possibilities of Miranda’ s story in rewritings that emerge from settler-invader
societies such as Canada” (165-6). After discussing works by Namjoshi, Murphy,
and others, Brydon concludes that these writers have interpreted Miranda in a truly
Canadian way – with revolution an unthinkable possibility, their Mirandas are skilled
and constant negotiators.
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Caroline Cakebread, a well-known literary critic, argues that Marina Warner’ s novel
Indigo is a palimpsest and a postcolonial revision of Shakespeare’ s The Tempest.
Cakebread asserts that Warner uses The Tempest as a vehicle for examining British
imperialism and its legacy in modern life. Given Warner’ s family history of
colonialism, Cakebread argues that Indigo is a highly self-conscious work, in which
the author uses her novel as a place for voices marginalized by colonialism—
especially those of women—to be heard. According to Cakebread, Warner’ s use of

female voices in her novel is a form of rewriting the previously male-dominated
language and history of colonialism. Cakebread is punishingly accurate with her
attention to historical detail as well as critique of Warner’ s attempt at familial
exoneration through revision. In contrast, Sanders argues that Warner also rewrites
colonial history by using a circular, rather than linear, narrative throughout her novel.
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s
New, New Work Miranda." Contemporary Literature 36.1 (1995): 82-102.
The second half of the article, dealing with Michelle Cliff’ s novel No Telephone to
Heaven (1987), is relevant to Miranda. Cliff does West Indian postcolonial writers
like Aime Cesaire one better by not only putting a postcolonial slant on her re-vision
of The Tempest, but also giving us an empowered Miranda character who affects the
political changes sought by Caliban characters in other postcolonial re-visions such
as Cesaire’ s, while still remaining essentially feminine.
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Daugherty and Eileen Barrett. 5th ed. New York, NY: Pace University Press, 1996.
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Kathleen Crown, a Ph.D. candidate at Rutgers University, compares the references to
Judith Shakespeare in Virginia Woolf’ s, A Room of One’ s Own and H.D.’ s By Avon
River. Crown argues that both Woolf and H.D., by exploring Shakespeare’ s life and
art in their writing, transform his patriarchal power into an ideal “ brother-sister” (82)
poetic relationship. Although Crown frequently cites Friedman’ s article
“ Remembering Shakespeare Differently: H.D.'
s By Avon River,” she also builds on
Friedman’ s argument by suggesting that H.D. engages with female literary tradition
by referring to both Judith and Claribel in her poem. Both Judith and Claribel are
sister figures, whose brothers Hamnet and Ferdinand either die or are presumed lost,
thus allowing them to claim power in the relationship. By transferring this power to
her artistic affiliation with Shakespeare, H.D. subverts his patriarchal power by
creating an equal, androgynous “ brother-sister” relationship with the Bard.
Crowther, Bosley. "Screen: Wonderful Trip in Space." New York Times May 4, 1956: 21.
Cunard, Nancy. "Black Man and White Ladyship." The Gender of Modernism: A Critical
Anthology. Ed. Bonnie Kime Scott. Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1990. 68-73.
A discussion of post-colonial racism in British-society which leads Cunard to argue
that each respective race is dependent upon another race. Cunard explains her
experience with a white woman, referred to as her "ladyship," who believes she helps
the black race by criticizing them on their dark color. Although it is clear that the
minority race does not benefit through such mockery, a comparison is made between
her and the way Prospero treats his servants in The Tempest. Prospero feels that he is
helping Caliban and Ariel by controlling them, but he is more obviously dependent
on their presence to make him what he is on the island.
De Oto, Alejandro. Displacement and Opposition. 9/9 2004.
<http://www.postcolonialweb.org/poldiscourse/fanon/escapes2.html>.
De Oto takes a look at Fanon’ s oppositional discourse and The Wretched as tools for
combining texts together into one cohesive and easily understood entity. He speaks
of Fanon’ s text in relation to Césaire’ s poetry. He says that in each, “ escape is a form
of critical displacement with respect to overintegrated [sic] and hegemonic
conceptions of culture” (1). De Oto brings these two pieces together in such a way so
as to highlight elements of culture and Negritude as he gives the reader a new
perspective on the relationship of those two arenas of thought in relation to Césaire’ s
writings.
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Responses of Dickingson, Woolf, Rich, H.D., George Eliot, and Others. Ed.
Marianne Novy. Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1990. 41-57.
Desmet reviews Anna Jameson’ s important Characteristics of Women, a 19th century
book studying Shakespeare’ s heroines, which significantly expanded the range of

Shakespearean criticism at the time, but has since become marginalized. Desmet
feels that Jameson frees her heroines from the control of male characters, allowing
them to become larger, more developed characters. This view has gained more
support as later critics such as Slights have returned to Jameson.
Dickinson, Peter. "Duets, Duologues and Black Diasporic Theatre: Djanet Sears, William
Shakespeare and Others." Modern Drama 45.2 (2002 Summer): 188-208.
Dickinson examines how Djanet Sears’ play, Harlem Duet, displaces Shakespeare’ s
Othello, while at the same time replacing that text with a larger group of literary
voices. He also focuses on a theory of a larger black Diaspora. One play that
Dickinson focuses in this regard is Cesaire’ s A Tempest. He focuses on the racial
identities of the characters and the plays themselves. Shakespeare was not the sole
influence in writing these remakes. They were influenced by the world around them
and the struggles of an entire race.
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Indigo." University de la Reunion- Faculte des Lettres et des Sciences Humaines
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An intense article that weighs itself down in its own obtuse language. Döring creates
an interesting analysis of the figure of Ariel, and the character’ s relation to other
works, and the author. Touches on biography and focuses on a sense of Ariel’ s
“ placeness.”
DuPlessis, Rachel Blau. "Excerpts from ‘Language Acquisition’ ." Signets: Reading H.D.
Ed. Susan Stanford Friedman. Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1990.
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“ Language Acquisition” is one of the keystone articles on H.D.’ s use of language in
her writing. Rachel Blau DuPlessis, a professor at Temple University, addresses how
H.D., as a woman writer, negotiates the dominant use of “ male language” (256) in
literary tradition. DuPlessis describes male-dominated literature as a palimpsest, in
which both feminine and masculine languages are present, but where the masculine
overwrites the feminine, trapping it in the subtext. H.D. uses powerful symbolism in
her work, which, while not overtly feminine, causes female language to show
through the text and allows for a feminist reading of her poetry.
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about personal, rather than political, drama. According to him, the personal nature of
the story reflects the effects of colonialism on women’ s lives. Firmat discusses the
plot and characters of the novel, ultimately arguing that, although the intricate,
parallel plotting of the book gets in the way of the story, the female characters are
extremely well written. Firmat argues that the complex and intimate relationships of
these characters are what makes Warner’ s novel a pleasure to read.
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Susan Stanford Friedman, a professor of English at the University of WisconsinMadison, discusses how H.D.’ s poem By Avon River uses poetic transformation to
convert Shakespeare from a male threat into a male ally. As one of the leading
literary critics on H.D., Friedman asserts that this tribute to Shakespeare explores
H.D.’ s place as a woman writer within a dominant male literary tradition. In the
“ Good Frend,” H.D. re-visions Claribel in order to remake Shakespeare in her own

image, as a woman who possesses both religious and artistic power. This
androgynous representation of Shakespeare is further developed in “ The Guest,”
where Shakespeare’ s bond with his daughter Judith casts him in the role of a
benevolent father-muse, who passes his poetic power on to the female poet. In
contrast, Kathleen Crown, cited below, suggests that H.D. forms a brother-sister
connection with Shakespeare in order to create an equal, androgynous poetic
relationship.
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In her article, Friedman uses H.D.’ s Madrigal Cycle of poems as an example of how
the poet’ s narratives serve as a vehicle for working through female repression.
Although By Avon River is not included in the Madrigal Cycle, it is similar in both
style and length to the poems and can be analyzed according to the same model.
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writers as a result of ideological and psychological censorship by the male literary
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writer. In addition, Friedman discusses how the female poet is torn between being
the object, or muse, for male texts and the desire to be the subject in female texts.
H.D.’ s writing deals with these “ gendered problematics of authority” (84) by telling
her personal story under the guise of fiction.
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